A narrative review on the management of Acute Heart Failure in Emergency Medicine Department
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Abstract

The main urgent symptom presented to an emergency department is acute heart failure (AHF). In that considerable risks of morbidity and mortality, it is important to plan precision medicine to achieve the most suitable outcomes. The object of this review is to provide a summary of contemporary management procedures of emergency medicine in a department of acute heart failure. Heart failure could be presented with a broad range of symptoms, in particular a sudden worsening of those of Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease. The treatment should focus on acute and chronic underlying disorders with instructions focusing on haemodynamics and blood pressure status. Treatment of patients suffering with worsening symptoms of AHF mainly focuses on intravenous diuretics. In emergency situations, patients suffering with AHF with low blood pressure must receive emergency consultation and a primary fluid bolus therapy (range 250–500 mL) followed by inotropic therapy with or without antihypotensive agents. For treatment of severe heart failure and cardiogenic shock in patients treated with noradrenalin, when blood pressure support is required, a direct-acting inotropic agent, dobutamine, could be applied effectively. When non-invasive positive pressure ventilation is needed, suppliers must track for any possibility of sudden worsening, i.e., for acute decompensated heart failure. When cardiac output is high the disorder could be treated with vasopressors.
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The process of diagnosis and management within the emergency medicine department ought to be done carefully for a wide range of patients suffering with acute heart failure (AHF). Unluckily, the documents for management of emergency medicine departments are not boundless. This problem combined with heterogeneity of AHF patients cause great variability of the clinical therapy. The prospective influence of a management in emergency medicine department is also considerable, a delay in diagnoses process or application of suboptimal drug treatments would have considerable negative consequences. The most sensitive decisions in management of emergency medicine are decision of patient hospitalization and selection of the most effective healthcare procedures. The main subject of this study is to describe epidemiology and pathophysiology of acute heart failure within an emergency medicine department. Figure 1 shows that HF is a consequence of an inadequate performance of the left ventricle caused by two or more chronic diseases. These disorders include valvular heart diseases, narrowing or blockage of coronary arteries, very high blood pressure, structural disorders of heart and blood vessels, and diabetes. Though many patients present symptoms of inappropriate left ventricle function, HF is not equivalent to dysfunction of left ventricle or cardiomyopathy. Low ejection fraction (EF) is important for prognosis of HF, but patients with preserved ejection fraction would still be diagnosed with symptomatic HF.

Methods

The information for this study was collected from the two comprehensive databases of PubMed and Google Scholar by searching the keywords Emergency medicine, Heart failure, Diagnosis and management. The language of literature search was English. At the beginning of the search 98 records were identified. All relevant studies were overviewed and the records which were subject-specific to the aim of this study were selected for careful and detailed study. Randomized scientific experiments,
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**Fig 1. Pathophysiology of heart failure. Derived in accordance to Dick CK, Frank P (2015)**

Left ventricle (LV), renin–angiotensin system (RAS), atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP), B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP), heart failure (HF).

cohort studies of prospective and retrospective designs, epidemiological observational studies, systematic meta-analysis reviews and critical analysis of the literature were selected. At the end of this process, 49 articles were chosen for this study.

**AHF and acute respiratory failure**

AHF disorder may cause failure of biological respiratory system up to sudden death. In such an occasions, due to the high risks for patients simultaneous diagnosis and management is mandatory. Heart arrhythmia, infection and acute coronary syndrome are main hidden causes of their occurrence. Those patients who do not respond to external stimuli and suffer with severe respiratory failure need endotracheal intubation and/or assisted ventilation. On the other hand, in patients suffering with acute respiratory distress syndrome but who are awake and cooperative, urgent noninvasive positive-pressure ventilation notably reduces death.

**Early medical diagnosis and evaluation**

Organizing the diagnosis process is essential in emergency medicine, but unfortunately it is not such easy. Fatigue, dizziness, breath shortness, swelling, decreased ability to perform physical exercise, weakness, chest pain and increased body weigh could be common symptoms of AHF.

Aggravating heart failure, new onset of AHF, obvious cardiogenic shock and rapid onset of hypertension pulmonary edema are the most frequent form of AHF. In spite prevalence of AHF in emergency medicine department be high, its diagnosis may be missed or delayed in one third of patients. Thus, timely diagnosis of AHF is a very important factor to start in time treatments, that would decrease the risks of long hospitalization and/or inpatient mortality.

Due to the lack of specific signs in physical examination, biological markers or clinical imaging AHF diagnosis have not appropriately improved. Shortness of breath is the most frequent symptom which forces AHF patients to take care of themselves and mostly will occur because of vascular congestion. Differentiating AHF from other causes of shortness of breath is very challenging, particularly for patients who are without any previous diagnosis of HF and also for those patients who suffer from other chronic episodic disorders of acute obstructive lung disease. Anyway, symptoms which are connected with HF, like paroxysmal nocturnal dyspnoea (PND) and shortness of breath are present in about 50% of AHF patients. Congestion is often the underlying reason of patient symptoms and signs, but quantifying congestion is still challenging. Positive effects of natriuretic peptides are the most beneficial to improve AHF diagnosis.

In patients presenting to the emergency medicine department with shortness of breath disorder, concentration of 300 pg/mL and 100 pg/mL as N-terminal (NT)-proBNP and B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP) cutoff points, respectively, could significantly decrease AHF by pre- and post- probability test. The higher amounts of BNP could be helpful in management of proper diagnosis in AHF patients, while intermediary values of BNP (ranging from 100 to 800 pg/mL) does not have the specificity to confirm diagnosis. Ratios of probability corresponding to the highest values of NT-proBNP could benefit the process of AHF diagnosis modestly. The special proficiency of these biological markers overhead of the specified aforementioned cutoff points are restricted via kidney failure and age advancement. Additionally, some other limiting situations in patients with higher values of BNP are syndrome of acute respiratory failure, complex disorder of pulmonary hypertension, blockage within the pulmonary arteries and cardiovascular disease of valvular heart.
Furthermore, complete blood count and blood test of basic metabolic panel and also the test of troponin T or troponin I proteins blood levels must be considered amongst patients with AHF. Intermittently, the test of troponin proteins levels would discover potential acute coronary syndrome as a significant AHF precipitant. Anyhow, higher levels of troponin protein could not have any role in acute coronary syndrome, because a lot of patients with AHF would release various levels of troponin protein.

Due to the broad restriction of the process of laboratory isolation testing, novel imaging techniques play a considerable role in AHF diagnosis. In this regard, chest X-ray radiography is known to be one of the main components of the diagnostic examination process. X-ray radiography could easily recognize alveolar edema, interstitial edema, and redistribution of hilum of the lung and also various reasons of shortness of breath. Ultrasonography of the lungs is an important functional tool for patient care, recognizing edemas of the lungs and AHF. One the best tools for diagnostic examination of HF patients is echocardiogram (echo) test. Though transthoracic echocardiography does not commonly exist in emergency medicine department, focused heart ultrasound within the emergency medicine department could be applied as an effective point-of-care testing tool for assessing left ventricular dysfunction.

Visual assessment of decreased normal left ventricular ejection fraction could be done through evaluating ventricular septum inward movement and left ventricle inferior wall pending systole and also through observing the excursion degree of the anterior leaflet of the bicuspid valve in the direction of the ventricular septum when the heart refills with blood after the emptying during systole. These evaluations are associated with quantitative EF echocardiographic measurements. Reduction in Ejection fraction (EF) is easily diagnosed by a physician in emergency medicine department. Indeed, focused cardiac ultrasound could differentiate AHF disorder from alternative reasons of shortness of breath with sensitivities ranging from 75 to 85%.

**Early managements**

When diagnosis is performed, phenotypic presentation and main causes of disease aggravation guide the procedure of early treatment. Anyhow, knowledge about hemodynamic and respiratory stability is one of the most important factors. Table 1 shows the objectives of managements in emergency medicine department. Meanwhile addressing the respiratory status of patient, the AHF precipitant must be investigated, diagnosed and treated. Irregular and often rapid heart rate, acute coronary syndrome, embolism of the lungs, underlying chronic infection could all causes of AHF disorder.

**Preliminary classification**

According to Pang et al., the process of grouping patients who may suffer from AHF should be done via systolic blood pressure (SBP). On the other hand, the level of acute coronary syndrome at the presentation time is high (>140mmHg). The status of ventricular volume overload would not be seen amongst all patients; as an instance, patient with pulmonary edema could be mentioned. The main clinical presentation of these patients would be apparent volume of distribution or vascular failure. Additionally, most of the time, in these patients amongst the clinical symptoms could be present elevated systolic blood pressure.

**First-Line Treatment**

Currently, there is not any novel Level I treatment for AHF. The treatments are mostly alike those utilized forty years ago (Table 2). Anyhow, congesting cuffs and phlebotomy are not applied any more, demonstrating a significant progression in the medical debatable. On the other hand, the absence of robust, randomized documented medical research is the main cause of hemodynamic improvement, ineffectiveness in achieving symptom relief and in achieving the appropriate decongestion strategy.

**AHF disorder patients with hypotension**

Worsening of heart failure could rarely cause a shock proportional to other types of AHF. Due to infrequent

---

**Table 1. The major objectives of management of emergency medicine department. Derived in accordance with Benton RH et al.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Assurance of safety and dependability of the breathing, upper airway and immediate resuscitation and circulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Recognition and treatment of any other possible threats of life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Certified diagnosis of AHF disorder and reliable treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Recognition of the AHF precipitant and modification of treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Detection of patients in various situations by considering the potential contribution whether they need immediate treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>Patient reevaluation to ensure improvement in clinical symptoms and in dynamics of blood flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>Patients Stratification into various health risk tiers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>Planning of discharge disposition process, including the steps of admission, observation, and discharge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
presentation of AHF with complexity of pathophysiology, precipitant, structure of the heart, functional responsibility and also the status of hemodynamic monitoring, management process could be challenging.\textsuperscript{30} Additionally, patients who suffer from progressive heart failure would present with low systolic blood pressure. On the other hand, in patients with reduced severely EF, an ordinary systolic blood pressure would not be attainable and abnormally rapid heart rate would be the main contributor to cardiac output. Fluid bolus administration would be a therapeutic reflexive action for patients with low systolic blood pressure.\textsuperscript{31} But in the hypoperfusion setting due to cardiac failure, administration of fluid bolus would increase edema of the lungs. Increment of urine production and infection are frequent precipitants which would properly respond to the fluid. Anyhow, in emergency patients who suffer with progressive HF disorder evaluating the volume status is challenging.\textsuperscript{32}

As previously mentioned, the sonography technique would be beneficial, but it should be noted that the reaction to First-Line treatments is recognized to be the most effective guidance for further managements. On the other hand, patients with AHF disorder who suffer from cumulative low systolic blood pressure too would need complex decongestive therapy. However, these situations infrequently would be put in application in emergency medicine department because they could accelerate circulatory failure.\textsuperscript{33}

**Vasopressors and inotropic medications**

Table 3 lists applicable antihypotensive and inotropic agents. In spite of the fact that vasodilators and inotropes could modify the dynamics of blood flow, none of them are able to provide more preferable clinical outcomes. As a matter of fact, and by referencing previous studies, existing inotropic agents could cause damages.\textsuperscript{34} With regard to antihypotensive agent (vasopressors), there are not adequate robust data for advocating one agent over another. De Bucker et al.\textsuperscript{35} by conducting large randomized experiments found that, a mortality increment among patients with sudden cardiogenic shock would occur in consequence of using dopamine in comparison with norepinephrine.\textsuperscript{35}

**Patients with hypertension disorder**

Almost fifty percent of patients who have AHF, represent hypertension at the range of acute coronary syndrome $\geq 140$ mmHg. Edema of the lungs in older patients who preserved Ejection fraction and have further acute beginning of symptoms, could be happened through vascular redistribution. Intrinsically, in such situations vasodilation agents are the main components of the treatment process.\textsuperscript{30} Yancy et al.\textsuperscript{36} recommended that, amongst the effective agents of vasodilation, trinitroglycerin (TNG) place at the first line of therapy.\textsuperscript{36} In accordance with clinical specialists at the emergency medicine department which are familiar with TNG, this inexpensive agent could be applied quickly through invasive technique of intravenous and sublingual routes. Discrete amount of doses at the range of 2-3 mg are proficiently effective and tolerated, but a lot of clinicians are not willing to prescribe large doses like this.\textsuperscript{37} In an anecdotal manner, TNG as an intravenous drip therapy is frequently withheld because of its need for an intensive therapy unit bed. Anyway, the capability of quick onset/offset of TNG make it an arbitrary titratable medication to initiate rather than changing to alternative remedies. Nesiritide and sodium nitroprusside are alternatives to TNG. Same as TNG, neither nesiritide nor sodium nitroprusside has been demonstrated to enhance morbidity or mortality in AHF.\textsuperscript{38} Anyway, both of them are beneficial vasodilation agents, alongside sodium nitroprusside which is the more powerful one. While the main function of TNG is to improve the heart venous circulation even at higher doses, sodium nitroprusside acts quickly on both the venous and arterial circulation.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
1970s & 2019 \\
\hline
Patient sits elevated with head and upper body raised & Patient sits elevated with head and upper body raised \\
\hline
Applying oxygen therapy & Applying oxygen therapy \\
\hline
Applying airway pressure to the patient's airway through an endotracheal or tracheostomy tube & Applying airway pressure to the patient's airway through an endotracheal or tracheostomy tube \\
\hline
Pain reduction with Morphine & Pain reduction with Morphine \\
\hline
Water pills (Diuretics) & Water pills (Diuretics) \\
\hline
Intra-aortic balloon (IAB) & Intra-aortic balloon (IAB) \\
\hline
Phlebotomy technique & Inotropic agents \\
\hline
Congesting cuffs & Natreco/Vasodilators drugs \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Documented perspective of remedial alternatives for AHF early treatment. Derived in accordance with with Benton RH et al.\textsuperscript{25}}
\end{table}

In such situations, the blood pressure would drop quickly, so the process should be kept under observation accurately. One the most well investigated vasodilation agents with regard to large-scale randomized clinical trials, is nesiritide.\textsuperscript{39} In spite of the fact that there are not many documents which specified acute ACEI application in emergency.
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Table 3. Frequently used vasopressors and inotropes. Derived in accordance with with Benton RH et al.25

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agents</th>
<th>Levels of Evidence (The Class of Recommendation)</th>
<th>Primary doses</th>
<th>Range of infusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dobutamine</td>
<td>Level B (IIB)</td>
<td>2-3 ucg/kg/min</td>
<td>2-20 ucg/kg/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primacor (Milrinone)</td>
<td>Level B (IIB)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.375-0.75 ucg/kg/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levosimendan</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.05-0.2 ug/kg/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dopamine</td>
<td>Level B (IIB)</td>
<td>2-5 ucg/kg/min</td>
<td>2.50 ucg/kg/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noradrenaline</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.2 – 1.0 ucg/kg/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinitroglycerin</td>
<td>Level A (IIB)</td>
<td>5-20 ucg/min</td>
<td>5-200 ucg/min (Rapid titration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium nitroprusside</td>
<td>Level A (IIB)</td>
<td>5-10 mcg/min</td>
<td>0.25 ucg/kg/min – 10 ucg/kg/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natrecor</td>
<td>Level A (IIB)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.01 ucg/kg/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE inhibitor enalaprilat</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>1.25-5 mg IV bolus q6 hrs</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the emergency department, these pharmaceutical drugs could be adequately applied within the AHF.43 One of the most common mistaken beliefs is that the ACEI benefit in chronic heart failure with decreased Ejection fraction (EF) increase to the acute setting. On the other hand, in accordance with history, the application of morphine within AHF is still carried on. But it should be noted that, the extra usage of morphine for AHF could enhance the death risk among patients who are treated with. Consequently, due to the lack availability of documented studies about the dangerous doses of morphine, this study recommends against application of routine morphine in AHF patients.31

Patients with normal blood pressure

The normal blood pressure is within the range of acute coronary syndrome 100-140 mmHg and it should be noted that AHF patients who placed in this range infrequently would present in the emergency medicine department in extremis.60 However, the patients who are in this situation would report a lazy for long periods of time and also will gain considerable weight. The process of relieving congestion via intravenous loop diuretic therapy is the primitive one for treatment process. In fact, there is not any differences between the application of continuous infusion of the loop diuretics or/and discrete amount of that.51 Within their study Felker et al (2011) reported that higher doses of intravenous therapy could increase the urine production and slightly improve the shortness of breath during the first three days and additionally could likely elevate the level of creatinine.81 As well as the application of diuretic therapy, vasodilation therapy in lower doses must be considered in patients who have normal blood pressure.

Outcome and consequences

In accordance with Storrow et al.42 most of patients who visit emergency medicine department will back home, based on doctor's recommendation and only about ten percent of them would be hospitalized. Anyway, approximately all of patients with AHF disorders (about 90% of them) who visit emergency medicine department are hospitalized. The analysis of collected organized data proposed that about half of AHF patients could be observed of discharged briefly and released.43 As a developing disorder, the symptoms of AHF could not be acceptably quickly diagnosed after hospitalization. Consequently, the emergency physicians know AHF as a high risk disorder. Due to the fact that, the main procedure of risk stratification in AHF patients concentrates on characterizing and defining patients in higher risks, the process of safe patient’s diagnosis for sending them to home from the emergency medicine department is still challenging.44

In spite of the availability of some risk assessment instruments like Emergency Heart Failure Mortality Risk Grade (EHRMG), AHF Index, St. Thomas’s Risk Assessment Tooling Falling Elderly Inpatients (STRATIFY) and Ottawa Heart Failure Risk Scale (OHFRS), none of these tools have been accepted broadly, because of their requirement for additional validation, diversity of patient populations and also restricted information on their outcomes for patients who discharged with lower risk AHF.43 However, one of the main challenging factors for further investigation in this regard is recognizing patients with lower risk of AHF for being discharged from the emergency medicine department. The lack of high risk features characteristics including low blood pressure, High concentrations of B-type natriuretic peptide, aggravated renal dysfunction, raised troponin complex and/or low sodium levels in the blood should not be confused with the absence of any risks.38,44

Afterwards, the absence of heart attack through high-sensitivity cardiac troponin assay could identify patients with lower risks.46 With the help of improved
stratification of risk, suitable choice of patients for proper medical care in the units of short-stay or observation among patient with AHF could become easier. The emergency medicine department units of observation or short-stay could provide additional time for the process of separating patient populations into high-low risk patients, the response of gauge to the patient’s therapeutic method, produce more information about patients, create the most careful list of potential medications which patients could use and also simplify the process of patients follow up.47 As a fact, it should be noted that these assignments are not much easy during a short stay at the emergency medicine department. In addition, by considering the unwillingness to discharge patients with lower-risk AHF from the emergency medicine department, the application of observation medicine units for providing alternative medical spaces for short-stay emergency medicine department purposes as a medical bridge would be more attainable clinically and admissible to physicians of emergency medicine department.7 In patients with higher levels of risk, hospitalization would be proposed more beneficially for improving symptoms, optimization of intravascular volume status and also certify starting of instruction to manage chronic medical therapy. Specific pharmacological treatments of AHF are not specified with confidence to improve consequences of patients after being discharged.48 Anyway, the process of hospitalization would help the patients with higher risks for achieving symptomatic relief, optimizing the medical status and euvolemic decongestion. On the other hand, patients who suffer from de novo heart failure must be hospitalized, to recognize potentially or reversible causes. Additionally, these patients would need some medical knowledge about the ways in which new chronic illness could be managed by themselves. It should be noted that, the admission of patients indiscriminately could not be translated to reasonable cost or patient-centered benefit care. However, recognition of patients who could be properly observed or discharged from emergency medicine department is still a not fulfilled requirement.49

Conclusions
The process of AHF management in emergency medicine departments concentrates on diagnosis, stabilization, recognition of AHF precipitant, risk-stratification and early treatments. The outcomes of this study suggest that early therapy process should be according to phenotype presentation, using vasodilator agents and diuretics. Despite novel treatments exist and could improve symptoms, none of them certainly enhance the outcomes. Novel treatments that could save life of all AHF patients are not yet achieved. Anyway, in accordance with worldwide emergency medicine department policy all AHF patients should be admitted quickly. On the other hand, recognition of patients who are at low risk and may be discharged and followed up closely at home may produce enormous savings to the national health system.
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- AHF – acute heart failure
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- TNG - Trinitroglycerin
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